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      Sentences- Worksheet 

 

A. Answer the following questions: 

Q1- What is a sentence? 

Ans- 

________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________ 

Q2- What are the four kinds of sentences? 

Ans- 

________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________ 

Q3- What are the two main parts of a sentence? 

Ans- 

________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________ 

Q4- What is a phrase? Give an example. 

Ans- 

________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________ 

 



B. What type of sentences are these? Write statement, imperative, 

interrogative or exclamatory. 

1. Shona has dancing lessons three times a week. _______________ 

2. When will Sahana reach home? _______________ 

3. Keep the apples in the fridge. ________________ 

4. What an interesting movie that was! _________________ 

5. I hope we play well in the match today. ______________ 

 6. Can you name all the neighbouring countries of India? _________ 

7. Turn down the volume of the television. ________________ 

 

 

C. Write suitable questions for these statements. 

 1. Who________________________________________________ 

 Jawaharlal Nehru was the first prime minister of India. 

2.When________________________________________________ 

Mira finished the essay today. 

3.Where______________________________________________ 

The students of Class 5 are going to the Museum. 

4.Who_______________________________________________ 

A salesperson selling vacuum cleaners rang the bell. 

5.Why_______________________________________________ 

The children are happy because their vacations begin tomorrow. 

 



D. Complete these sentences with words of your choice. Circle the 

subject of each sentence. 

1. A parakeet was perched________________________________ 

2. Two packets of biscuits are______________________________ 

3. Karate and judo_______________________________________ 

4. My friends gave me____________________________________ 

5. Honesty and kindness___________________________________ 

 

E. Complete these sentences with suitable phrases from the box: 

at the crack of dawn         in the green sweater       two peas in a pod  

night and day                   once upon a time           on his desk                

 

1.Chirag and Ambar are as different as_________________________ 

2. Dina and Ambar are as alike as ____________________________ 

3. Rinku jumped out of bed_________________________________ 

4. Aman has a computer____________________________________ 

5.__________________________________there lived a magician in 

a faraway land. 

6. The boy ____________________________________is my brother. 

 

 


